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Introduction
Severe weather and floods claim a terrible toll in fatalities, economic disruption, and
suffering worldwide. According to the World Bank (Kreimer and Munasinghe 1991), worldwide incidence per decade of extreme weather events (including drought) that caused 20 or
more deaths has increased 50 percent each decade between 1900 and 1990. Similarly, since
the 1950s, deaths have:
increased 50 percent each decade, whereas the corresponding population
growth rate was only 20 percent. Economic costs per decade have also
increased dramatically-from about US $400 billion in 1950-59 to 90
times that value in 1980-89 (Kreimer and Munasinghe 1991).
Tropical cyclones are the most destructive weather systems. In November 1970,
200,000 people drowned in Bangladesh as a result of a storm surge from a tropical cyclone. 1
About 600,000 persons lost their homes in Dominica and the Dominican Republic as
Hurricane David ravaged the Caribbean in 1979. 2 Hurricane Andrew struck south Florida
in 1992, killing 15 persons, causing over US $25 billion in damages, and leaving 350,000
homeless. If the storm had taken a track across central Miami, there would have been over
1.6 million homeless and damage in excess of US $60 billion.
Floods are the most widespread natural disasters. From 1980 to 1985, more than 160
floods were recorded worldwide, killing and injuring more than 120,000 persons, leaving 20
million homeless, and causing US $22 billion in damage. 3 In July 1993, the worst monsoon
flooding in years killed more than 2,000 people in southern Asia, destroyed millions of acres
of crops, and severed all land links to Nepal and northeastern India.
Tornadoes and severe thunderstorms can generate nature's most violent winds with
speeds exceeding 260 mph. The worst tornado outbreak occurred in the Mississippi and
Ohio Valleys of the United States in 1974 when 148 tornadoes caused 315 fatalities and US
$600 million in damages. Although most prevalent in the central United States, tornadoes
and severe thunderstorms are a global phenomena. Early research on supercell storms was
conducted in the 1960s in England and the then Soviet Union.

Donat O. Vickers, Nature and Resources (UNESCO, 1991).

2

Confronting Natural Disasters (National Academy Press, 1987).

3

The role of the World Meteorological Organization in the International Decade for Natural
Disaster Reduction (WMO-745, 1990).
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Although it is not possible to prevent natural disasters, it is within our capabilities to
lessen their impacts on people and structures. The International Decade for Natural Disaster
Reduction (IDNDR) has proposed that by the year 2000 each participating nation should
have:
Comprehensive national assessments of the risks from natural hazards with
these assessments taken into account in community development plans.
Mitigation plans at national and/or local levels, involving long-term
prevention, preparedness, and community awareness.
Ready access to global, regional, national, and local warning systems and
broad dissemination of warnings.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) agreed to support the goals of the
IDNDR and to take the lead with respect to tropical cyclones, floods, tornadoes, and severe
thunderstorms.
Other WMO and United Nations' publications have highlighted various aspects of natural
hazard mitigation and the roles that meteorological and hydrological services can play in
reducing effects of natural hazards. As countries develop mitigation and preparedness
initiatives, it will become apparent that many organizations must be involved in the process.
This group, termed the hazards community, includes the meteorological and hydrological
services as well as other national government agencies, regional and local governments,
government officials, the media, designated emergency management officials, weather
sensitive businesses, and local decision makers (plant managers, school and critical care
administrators, etc.). Each of these organizations has a critical emergency function to
perform during disasters.
This publication is intended to illustrate how meteorologists and hydrologists must work
with all members of the hazards community to mitigate the threats of natural hazards by
implementing the goals of the IDNDR. This requires the development and testing of viable
preparedness plans. Meteorologists and hydrologists are the recognized authorities
concerning meteorological and hydrological events affecting the country. They must be
centrally involved in the planning process if success is to be assured.
Disaster preparedness can be seen as a cycle that involves four overlapping functional
phases including:
MITIGATION - long term activities undertaken prior to impact aimed at
reducing the occurrence of a disaster, or reducing its impact.
PREPAREDNESS - activities designed to increase the effectiveness of
subsequent emergency response during the disaster.
RESPONSE - activities undertaken to protect lives and property prior to and
during impact.
RECOVERY - post impact activities performed to return impacted
communities to a more normal condition.
(viii)

Within this cycle, the areas that meteorologists and hydrologists play the most important
role include:

MITIGATION:
Hazard Definition and Analysis
Vulnerability Analysis

PREPAREDNESS:
Warning Systems and Response Planning Efforts

RESPONSE:
Actions During the Event

RECOVERY:
Post Disaster Activities

Chapters in this publication are devoted to each of these topics. The intent of each
chapter is to provide an overview of the subject as well as some ideas on how to proceed.
A bibliography is included for more in-depth information. The above chapters parallel
sections that should be included in a local, regional, or national preparedness plan.

I1ydrouneteorology
Throughout this publication, references are made to hydrometeorological events as well
as hydrometeorological agencies. This reflects the developing consensus to acknowledge the
natural linkages between meteorology and hydrology. Only through the integration of these
two disciplines will humankind be able to effectively deal with natural hazards. The goal
would be to have all meteorologists trained in basic elements of hydrology and all
hydrologists trained in the fundamentals of meteorology.

All I1azards Approach
When working with the hazards community to develop preparedness plans and warning
systems, meteorologists and hydrologists must realize that emergency planning is a process
that should have application to all natural and technological hazards. For example, weather
radio systems initially implemented for severe weather and flood warnings have become a
conduit for the release of emergency messages from health departments to the public as well
as a major complement of nuclear power plant emergency warning procedures. Preparedness
plans and warning systems that embrace the all-hazards concept enable governments to
effectively deal with all threats in a highly efficient, effective, and well coordinated manner.

(ix)

Responsibility for Preparedness Planning
If the goals of the IDNDR are to be realized, hydrometeorological agencies must be
prepared to take the lead in organizing the effort. A truly effective warning program
demands a proactive hazards community that works together in a supportive and consistent
manner. Meteorologists and hydrologists who normally are charged with warning
responsibility for natural hazards must assume a leadership role in the hazards community
if they are to ful!ill their mission. Embracing all hazards preparedness will galvanize
affected agencies and will provide the high level visibility necessary to ensure success.

(x)

No matter what the hazard, weather service
agencies have critical information and
technical advice that is crucial for effective
mitigation and response actions. When
assisting the hazards community in
developing preparedness plans and warning
systems, meteorologists and hydrologists
must encourage the all hazards concept.
Only through these efforts can an effective,
efficient, and well coordinated response be
assured.
Drought in Burkina Faso. Courtesy of
L. de Toledo, International Federation
of Red Cross/Red Crescent Societies.

Bangladesh Cyclone, 1988. Courtesy of International Federation of Red

Floods in Bangladesh, 1988. Courtesy of International Federation

Cross/Red Crescent Societies.

of Red Cross/Red Crescent Societies.

Annenia Earthquake, 1988.

Courtesy of Daniel Cima, American Red

Mt. Pinatubo, Philippines, 1991. Courtesy of Daniel Cima, American

Cross.

Rcd Cross.

(x
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Flood in Nakano Ward, Japan.
Construction.

Courtesy of Masayuki Kan-nan, Ministry of

(x
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Chapter 1
Hazard Defmition and Analysis
The ftrst step in the development of a national disaster preparedness plan is the
assessment of what hazards affect the country and which ones should be the focus· for
mitigation and preparedness efforts. According to FEMA 1990, the issues that the planners
need to address for each hazard include:

Frequency of occurrence
Speed of onset
Duration
Potential impacts
Probability of occurrence
Predictability of occurrence
Vulnerability
Protective action options
Controllability
Resource constraints may limit the number of hazards that can be addressed. According
to Howard Kunreuther of the University of Pennsylvania, though there might be an
inclination to focus on events of moderate to high frequency and signiftcant impact, low
frequency but catastrophic events must be considered as their consequences would be
devastating. Ultimately, the decision will be based on a comparative analysis that accounts
for what risks are unacceptable given the threats to life, property, and economic well being
tempered by available resources.
Meteorologists and hydrologists should be able to provide technical advice to planners
on the frequency, speed of onset, duration, and probability of occurrence from climatological
records. If these are not available, historical records may be gleaned from government and
university archives, newspaper fIles, private collections, and evidence from disease or
damage to vegetation and animal life (Foster 1980).
Concerning impacts of events, historical records listed above as well as health records
should provide assistance. Weather service agencies should also consider working with
climatologists, other local and national government agencies, health organizations, and the
media in the preparation of a hazard data publication.

-2This publication should highlight significant haiards which have occurred across the nation,
including such infonnation as: type of event, time of event, duration, character of stonn
(wind speed, hail size, path length and width of tornado, intensity of tornadoes and
hurricanes), number of deaths and injuries, and estimated damage.
Infonnation could be gleaned from damage surveys conducted by local agency
meteorologists and hydrologists following a disaster as well as from newspaper articles and
records from health officials and coroners. For major disasters, reports from national health
officials would be of extreme value in defining the gender, age, location, and cause of death.
The media could assist in the effort by providing photographs and news accounts of the most
notable events.
Such a publication would be of immense importance to government ufficials and
emergency managers for managing development, land use planning, code development, and
as input to vulnerability analyses, mitigation initiatives, and preparedness plans. Similarly,
it would be extremely valuable to universities and research institutions as well as hazard
insurers.
For weather service agencies, the document could provide ground truthinfonnation in
support of hydrometeorological case studies; verification efforts, and for modifying
algorithms used in new observing and forecast systems.. The data would .also support
modifications to warning programs by suggesting changes to warning products as well as call
to action statements in warning messages.
For hydrologic purposes, records should be prepared and maintained for each river
gauge and forecast point. For river stages, reports should include such infonnation as:
location by latitude and longitude, including a detailed map; type of gauge and elevation of
gauge zero; local benchmarks; high water records; histories of significant floods; conditions
affecting flow; and topography.
In order to facilitate development and maintenance of hydrologic records, the above
information should be logged into a database capable of running on personal computers. This
infonnation not only would support hazard analyses but also forecast modeling and flood
warning programs.
The fmal decisions on what hazards should be selected for mitigation and preparedness
efforts should be the responsibility of the nation's emergency planners. Meteorologists and
hydrologists have a wealth of infonnation to bring to the process. Without their technical
assistance, proper decisions concerning risk analysis cannot be made.
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A series of severe thunderstorms swept across west-eentral and centra.I Wisconsin d(ll>Ositing hail
up to golf ball-size and generating winds to 60 mph. A tornado set down east of Big Flats (Adams
County) and skipped along a 5-mI1e path toppling trees and downing a 24- by 30-foot buildmg. A
killer tornado traveled along a 28-mile path m Waushara county from north of Coloma to Wautoma
to north of Redgranite to southeast of Poy Sippi. The hardest hit area was just south ofWautoma
where a woman was killed when her mobile borne was hurled several.hundred feet into a parking
lot. In addition, 30 people were injured, several critically. The tornado caused over $10 million
in damage which included $7.7 million damage to residences and businesses, $1.8 million damage
to public property, $400,000 in timber losses to trees and $215,000 in agricultural losses. All
together 411 homes were destroyed, 95 sustained major damage and 289 received minor damage.
Also, 28 businesses were damaged as well as a Senior Center and industrial building which
employed handicap workers. Thousands of trees spread over 950 acres were toppled by the
tornadic winds. (F66M)
.
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Example of "Stonn Data" publication. Courtesy of NOAA/NESDIS.
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Stonn surge damage in Cancun, Mexico, from Hurricane Gilbert. Courtesy of Dale
Perry, Texas A&M University.
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Chapter 2
Vulnerability Analysis
After the hazard assessment has been completed, a vulnerability analysis should be
conducted to estimate the degree of loss or damage that would result from the occurrence of
hazards of given severity. These analyses should include both developed locations and those
with the greatest development potential in hazard-prone areas. The Organization of
American States (OAS 1990) outlines the following vulnerable elements that should be
considered.
Human Settlements:
Human population and associated housing and services.
Critical Facilities:
(1) Essential services, such as telecommunications, water, energy, and
sanitation; (2) emergency medical services, fIre and police stations, and
disaster organizations; and (3) local, national, and international transportation
facilities and carriers.
Economic Production Facilities:
Major sources of livelihood ofthe population, such as industries, banking, and
commerce buildings; public markets; agraprocessing plants and areas of
agricultural production; livestock; forestry; mines; and fIsheries production.
Public Assemblv Sites:
Buildings, such as schools, churches, auditoriums, theaters, public markets,
and public and private office buildings.
Cultural Patrimony:
Buildings of signifIcant cultural and community value or use and buildings of
architectural importance.

A major aspect of vulnerability analysis is the mapping of the effects of hazards, such
as inundation areas from tropical cyclones and floods, maximum probable precipitation
amounts, wind analyses, and so forth.
Many of these maps may exist in climatological records, university archives, research
institutions, or in the hydrometeorological service agencies. Meteorologists and hydrologists
are the technical experts to assist emergency planners in using this information to complete
their vulnerability analyses.
It is most beneficial for several concerned organizations to form partnerships to address
the problems of preparedness planning so that each organization's expertise might be brought

-6-

to bear on the common problem. In the United States, an excellent example is the
Interagency Coordinating Committee on Hurricanes (lCCOH) which is made up of
representatives from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the National
Weather Service (NWS) and the Office of Coastal Zone Resource Management of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) , the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and the American Red Cross.
The ICCOH developed in response to the need to facilitate the development of hurricane
preparedness .plans along the· nation's vulnerable coastlines and islands. FEMA acts as
coordinator of the effort and provides overall· guidance to local officials and emergency
managers in the development of their specific plans. Funding support for inundation
mapping and vulnerability analyses is provided by FEMA and the Corps of Engineers.
Development and running of a model to simulate and map inundation from tropical cyclones
is the responsibility of the NWS.
SLOSH-Sea, Lake, Overland Surges from Hurricanes-is the complex computer model
developed by the NWS to depict areas of inundation from tropical cyclones of a given
intensity and track. Unique basin models are developed for dermed sections of the coast that
address both the bathymetry of the basin as well as the geographical barriers to water
intrusion over the land. A dynamical model for storm surges describes fluid motion and
surge height.
Once implemented, SLOSH can be run in real-time using the tropical cyclone's central
pressure, areal extent of maximum winds, and the forecast storm track. The National
Hurricane Center uses SLOSH to predict surge heights and inland inundation areas.
The ICCOH took the SLOSH program and funded the running of the model to develop
an atlas of inundation areas for each basin along the eastern and Gulf coasts. Each atlas
outlines the maximum envelop of water (MEOW) that would inundate each coastal area for
a given storm intensity as dermed by the Safflr-Simpson Hurricane Scale (see appendix A).
These atlases are the basis for local vulnerability analyses and hurricane preparedness plans.
The SLOSH model is also being modified to accommodate islands. The model for the
Bahamas was supported by the WMO and performed very well during Hurricane Andrew.
Work is also underway to develop an extratropical storm surge model to assess surges along
coastal areas by non-tropical synoptic scale systems.
SLOSH requires considerable resources to model the basin and land areas as well as the
computer time to run the various simulations. However, once this is complete, a software
version of the resulting atlases is available for personal computers for rapid display of the
data. Developing partnerships within the hazards community is one way meteorologists and
hydrologists can pool resources to support such projects.
Another system that can predict stOlID surges is the Australian Tropical Cyclone
Workstation (ATCW) which was developed as the Australian contribution to the IDNDR by
the Australian Pacific Disaster Preparedness Programme. The ATCW is software designed
to run on mM personal computers to: predict the movement and intensity of tropical
cyclones, predict storm surge, format and transmit warning messages, and maintain a
comprehensive tropical cyclone database. Such a system is relatively low cost, easy to

-7 -

SLOSH model basin for Hainan Island, People's Republic of China.
Courtesy of NOAAlNWS.

Predicted surge heights for Hurricane Andrew on the Bahamas' SLOSH basin.
Courtesy of NOAAlNWS.
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Flood inundation map of the LacWan River at Forbes, New South Wales, Australia.
Used by permission of Cengiz Ertuna, ESCAP, Manual and Guidelines for
Comprehensive Flood Loss, Prevention, and Management. Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific. United Nations Development Programme.
United Nations: New York. 1991.

-9 maintain, and easy to operate. This has proven to be a tremendous benefit to the nations of
the southwest Pacific (Mauro 1993).
Concerning flooding specifically, the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific as well as the United Nations Development Programme (ESCAP/UNDP 1991), have
provided guidelines on how to conduct a flood study that can be considered when flood loss
prevention plans are formulated. The flood study should include an examination of flood
discharges (hydrologic aspects) as well as water levels and velocities (hydraulic aspects).
According to ESCAP/UNDP, the flood study should contain the:
Physical setting of the river basin:
Topography
Soil and vegetation types
Land use
Longitudinal stream profiles
Channel cross sections
Channel roughness
Coastal and estuarine bathymetry
Nature of flooding
Hydrological analysis
Hydraulic analysis
Potential flood damages
The culmination of the study should include a flood risk map which identifies the extent,
severity, and frequency of flooding. ESCAP/UNDP advise that:
Such studies are only undertaken for a community where the degree of
flood affectation, its size and rate of growth, warrant the considerable
effort involved. In densely populated areas, the extensive and costly
detailed studies are generally necessary because a full knowledge of flood
characteristics is required as a basis for dealing with existing flood
problems and future development proposals. In coastal areas, such
studies are further complicated by the need to consider the impact of
oceanographic and tidal phenomena. For smaller communities or areas
with less significant flood problems, a reconnaissance flood study may be
undertaken. These studies rely upon the inundation pattern for a large
historical flood.
ESCAP/UNDP outline the following methodology for flood risk analysis and mapping:

Flood risk mapping can be accomplished by determining the flood runoff or
peak discharge in a river and then determining the area inundated under peak
level conditions or by defining the hazard directly from recorded inundation
areas.
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The frrst approach can be assisted by flood frequency analyses that use reco
rds of past floods on a specific river to defme probability of different
magnitude floods in the future.
Where gauge records do not exist, discharges may be estimated by rainfallrunoff models or by statistical comparisons with other basins where records
exist. Once the peak discharge is determined, it must be routed through the
river reach to determine inundation areas.
The geometric configuration of the stream channel and adjacent overbank
areas should be obtained by ground or areal survey in order to provide a cross
section of the flood plain. Flood control structures, bridges, and other
physical structures in the flood plain must be included. Hydraulic analyses
will then yield how much of the flood plain is required to pass a given flood
discharge.
From this information, flood boundary maps can be prepared for flooding of
different magnitudes, such as 10-, 20-, and lOO-year floods. These maps
superimposed on topographic maps can provide an estimate of flood depths at
specific locations. Topographic maps of large scale, such as 1125,000, depict
inundation areas the best, especially if they are color coded.
When the hazard and vulnerability analyses are complete, emergency planners can do
a risk assessment which is an estimate of the probability of expected loss for a given hazard.
Once risks are assessed, they can provide a basis for developing mitigation and preparedness
strategies as well as providing guidance for future development in vulnerable areas.
Vulnerability analyses derived from flood plain maps or maps of tropical cyclone
inundation areas can be used to quantify how many individuals, schools, businesses, and
critical care facilities, must be evacuated. If evacuations are to involve relatively large
distances, traffic studies must be accomplished to assess what routes will be used, what
destinations should be suggested, and how long the evacuations will take. These analyses
are also used to assess shelter requirements and actions businesses will need to take to either
transfer operations or shut down.
In the Philippines, a study was conducted (Mauro 1993) to assess the flood pattern for

three lakeside municipalities in metropolitan Manila. The study addressed the economic
impact of flooding at the household level so that the resulting economic analyses could be
incorporated into local planning efforts. Flood damages were stratified under the
categories of (1) human life, (2) housing, (3) income-generating assets, and (4) productivity
time.
Information from vulnerability and risk analyses is also of critical importance to the
meteorologists and hydrologists for it will serve to illustrate the types of information required
by emergency managers and the time frames that is needed. It will also defme how the
warning programs should be tailored to afford maximum effectiveness.

-11 -

As the preparedness planning process progresses, it will become obvious that it involves
a tremendous volume of information. The hazards community should explore the use of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to coll~t, organize, ·analyze, and present the data.
According to (OAS 1991), the use of GIS has the following advantages:
It can be surprisingly cheap; very expensive equipment and highly specialized

technicians can be avoided by proper selection of a system and its application. The
main constraint is not typically a lack of funds but rather a lack of trained
personnel.
It can multiply the productivity of a technician.
It can give higher quality results than can be obtained manually, regardless of the
costs involved. It can facilitate decision making and improve coordination among

agencies when efficiency is at a premium.
The type of information that should be included may be grouped into three main
categories as outlined in (OAS 1990):
Natural hazard information.
Information on natural ecosystems.
Information on population and infrastructure.
Vulnerability analyses and hazard planning cannot be conducted without the information
and technical assistance provided by the nation's hydrometeorological agencies. It is
incumbent upon meteorologists and hydrologists to work with all levels of government to
ensure that viable preparedness plans and resulting warning systems are developed.

-12 -

Chapter 3
Warning Systems and Response Planning Efforts
Generalizations Concerning Warning' Systems
The goal of any warning system is to maximize the number of people who take
appropriate and timely actions for the safety of life and property. All warning systems start
with detection of the event and end with people getting out of harm's way.
Social scientists (Mileti 1990) after studying warning systems and response actions for
both natural and technological hazards have defmed a paradigm for successful warning
systems. Such warning systems encompass three equally important elements namely:

Detection and Warning
Communication
Response
Detection and Warning: This element includes the traditional scientific role of
meteorologists and hydrologists of examining data and predicting or warning for a
natural hazard. Detection considers data from remote sensing devices, such as radar
and satellite; on-site observing devices, such as traditional instrument shelters, river
and rain gauges, and automated flood warning systems; and eyewitness reports.
Correct decisions depend upon understanding and analyzing these data sources.
Communication: This implies more than simply dissemination. Communication
is complete only after the information is received and understood. Ideally,
communication should be a two-way arrangement with information sharing between
the weather service agencies and the users. It is critical for meteorologists and
hydrologists to know the process and how multilevel systems reach the end users.
Response: Through extensive studies of human response to disasters, it has been
shown that warnings of themselves are not a stimulus response action. Normally,
people in a threatened area will fIrst assess their personal risk. The additional
information required before they take action depends on (1) the content and clarity
of the initial message and (2) the credibility of the issuing organization. The
potential for individuals to act will be markedly increased if they are provided
information to (1) defme their risk and (2) highlight what life- or property-saving
actions to take.
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Korean Meteorological Adininistration (KMA) forecaster reviewing 6 hourly precipitation
distributions on KMA's operational workstation. Courtesy of Kyung-Sup Shin, KMA.
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-15 If anyone of these elements fails, the entire warning system fails. According to

(Mileti 1990), successful warning programs strive to ensure that everyone or organization at
risk:
receives the warning,
understands the information presented,
believes the information,
personalizes the risk,
makes correct decisions, and
responds in a timely manner.
Similarly, warning messages should:
be specific, internally consistent, and accurate;
be clear as to location, actions to take, and time before impact; and
explain uncertainty, address why the event should be treated as certain, stem
from multiple sources, and be issued or updated frequently.

The Hazards Community
As mentioned earlier, meteorologists and hydrologists are not the sole members of the
warning process. Rather they are part of the- larger hazards community made up of all
organizations charged with response to natural hazards, including other government agencies
from the national to local level, emergency management officials, local government officials,
the media, local decision makers, and weather sensitive businesses. Hydrometeorological
service agencies must understand that when it comes to evacuations, the public's decision to
evacuate is mainly influenced by advice or orders from credible local public officials.
Accordingly, it is incumbent upon the weather service agencies to work with the hazards
community to accomplish their mission.
The information and technical assistance that meteorologists and hydrologists can provide
is absolutely critical to the warning process. Similarly, all members of the hazards
community must understand their roles in the warning process so that a consistent flow of
critical information and advice is provided to the public.
Recognition of the importance of hazards planning must exist at all levels of government
if the development of warning systems .and the building of a viable hazards community is to

be successful. Fortunately, emergency management and the concept of the professional
emergency manager is becoming much more widespread. Where the hazards community is
well organized, it is fairly straightforward for the meteorologists and hydrologists to support
the warning process.

-16 In cases where the hazards community has not developed a viable working partnership,
someone must take the lead to organize the community and develop a warning system. Most
national hydrometeorological agencies are charged with providing critical information and
warnings for the safety of life and property. Similarly, meteorologists.and hydrologists
cannot do the warning process by themselves. Accordingly, they should be expected to take
the lead in organizing the hazards community to ensure that effective warning systems are
developed and maintained.

Warning Co-ordination and Hazard Awareness Programs
Given the magnitude of the effort in developing and maintaining a warning system, it
is absolutely critical that weather service agencies dedicate sufficient resources for warning
coordination and hazard awareness activities. Over the last 20 years, every natural disaster
survey conducted in the United States has highlighted the critical need for dedicated warning
coordination personnel to interact with and strengthen the hazards community.
Although the tasks could be divided among the staffs of local weather service offices,
rmdings have indicated that it is best for one individual to assume the responsibilities for
warning coordination to provide a focus and single contact for users.
The responsibilities of the warning coordination individual should include:
Assessing the critical meteorological and hydrological information needs for
emergency response decision making and assessing how the weather service
agency can best meet those needs.
Developing and nurturing severe weather spotter networks to assist in the
gathering and real-time application of critical ground truth data.
Determining how the information should be presented so that users can make
the best use of it.
Working with the hazards community to ensure that critical information held
by each organization is effectively shared and that warning products are
communicated to all users and the public.
Developing effective coordination procedures to ensure that weather service
officials, emergency managers, the media, and local decision makers
understand their roles and speak with one clear voice.
Developing training for all users to ensure that they understand the
information received and how to integrate it into their decision-making
processes.
Developing awareness materials and campaigns to ensure that the public
knows which hazards to plan for and how to respond if a warning is received
or if confronted with a hazard.

-17 Developing and conducting drills with the hazards community to ensure that
the warning process functions- properly and to heighten awareness of the
public.
Conducting damage surveys after significant events to assess the strength, size,
and impact of natural hazards.
Conducting surveys following disasters to assess how the warning process
functioned.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss these responsibilities in more
detail. The last two topics have been reserved for the chapter concerning
post disaster activities.

Assessment of Critical Hydrometeorological Information Requirements
One of the most important activities in building a warning system is to determine the
critical hydrometeorological information requirements of all organizations in the hazards
community. This requires visits to their offices to understand their operations and their
constraints. Of equal importance is to determine their critical thresholds for action.
No matter how good the information, if it is not available at the time that critical
decisions need to be made, then it is of no use. It is, therefore, vital for meteorologists and
hydrologists to understand what critical information is needed and when it is needed. This
will necessarily drive the development of future products and services.
Frequently, emergency managers and local decision makers require information in time
frames that are not consistent with the skill level of the hydrometeorological products. In
other words, there will be occasions when lead time is more critical than forecast accuracy.
This suggests that a forecast be given along with a quantification of the uncertainty inherent
in the forecast.
Data Versus Products
Some members of the hazards community as well as other users will require data as well
as warning and forecast products. Similarly, they will have data and information required
by the meteorologists and hydrologists to enhance their warning and forecast capabilities.
The types of data include surface observations, data from local mesonets operated by
government organizations as well as power companies and other sources, river stage and
rainfall observations, ground truth observations from severe weather spotters, voluntary
observations from ships and aircraft, data from remote sensing technologies such as radar,
and data from locally developed prediction models. -

-18 Those individuals charged with warning coordination responsibilities must work with users
to assess how these data should be formatted as well as how it will be shared throughout the
hazards community.

Critical Information Products: The Continuum of Information
Development of critical warning and forecast products should consider that a multitude
of users are being served, including the public. Visits and workshops with emergency
managers, the media, local officials, and other users will suggest the needs of the hazards
community. Surveying the public is much more'difficult. If the public receives most of their
information from the media, then surveys and workshops with the media will suggest the
types of products and services that will be most effective.
Products should be developed to be of value to all users. Special products, designed just
for emergency managers and local decision makers, should be in the minority but are critical
to ensure that those communicating to the public and advising actions fully understand the
situation and are working in concert to provide a consistent message.
The product suite should be developed to provide an escalating level of information as
the hydrometeorological situation becomes more critical. This concept has been defmed as
the continuum of information which implies:
A coherent suite of defmed products.
Unique roles for each product.
A progression of information.
A suite of products conforming to this concept and progressing from routine weather to
critical situations would include: (1) weather summaries, (2) forecasts, (3) short-term
forecasts/statements, (4) discussions, (5) outlooks, (6) watches, (7) warnings/advisories. All
of these, except the discussion products, would be appropriate for all users, including the
public. Discussion products should be reserved for emergency managers, local decision
makers, and media personnel to assist them in better understanding the reasoning behind the
other products.
The products listed below are a subset of the total product suite of a hydrometeorological
agency and are meant to give an idea as to the types of products involved.

Weather Summaries: Highlight significant events that have occurred over the
last 12 to 24 hours and suggest what is to be expected over the next 12 to 24
hours. These act as a baseline and set the stage for more detailed information
on what is expected in the future.
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Boulder, Colorado, official using experimental emergency management information
from prototype NWS modernization data sets. Courtesy of Dave Small, NOAA,
Office of Atmospheric Research, Forecast Systems Laboratory.
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Philippine flash flood, Manual and Guidelines for Comprehensive Flood Loss,
Prevention, and Management. Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific. United Nations Development Programme. United Nations: New York.
1991. Used by pennission of Cengiz Ertuna, ESCAP.
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Forecasts:

A set of products that quantify future expectations of hydrometeorological
parameters tempered by the state of the science. Uncertainties in the forecast should be
included in the form of probabilities for such things as occurrence of precipitation,
precipitation amounts, and tropical cyclone landfall. Warnings; watches, and advisories
should be highlighted.

Short-term Forecasts/Statements: These are forecasts highlighting what is
expected to happen in the next 6 hours or so during relatively benign weather
and what is anticipated in the next 1 to 2 hours during rapidly changing or
severe conditions. They are intended to maximize the potential offered by
new technologies aimed at observing and predicting mesoscale
hydrometeorological phenomena.
During active hydrometeorological
situations, they are issued more frequently to highlight existing conditions and
how they might change in time.
Statements are issued at frequent intervals to amplify warnings, watches, and
advisories by reinforcing the message, indicating what is expected, and
outlining appropriate response actions.

Discussions: Hydrometeorological discussions are used to state the reasoning
behind the forecast process and to support coordination both within the
hydrometeorological agencies and the entire hazards community. Since they
are not disseminated to the pubic, they can contain considerable technical
jargon that is intended to enhance local decision makers' understanding of the
evolving situation.

Outlooks: These are used to indicate that a hazardous hydrometeorologic
event may develop. It is intended to provide information to those who need
considerable lead time to prepare for the event.

Watches:

Watches are issued when the risk of a hazardous event has
increased significantly, but its occurrence, location, and/or timing is still
uncertain. It is intended to provide enough lead time so that those who need
to set their response plans in motion can do so.

Warnings/Advisories: These products are issued when a hydrometeorological
event is occurring, is imminent, or has a very high probability of
occurrence. A warning is used for conditions posing a serious threat to
life and property.
Advisories are for less serious conditions that cause significant inconvenience
and, if caution is not exercised, could lead to situations that may threaten life
and/or property.

-22 Nonnally, the above suggested products should be applicable for most natural hazards
whether they have relatively long lead times or are of a rapid on-set nature, such as flash
floods and tornadoes. Realistic lead times for watches and warnings for various hazards are
enumerated below.
Event

Watch
Lead Time

Warning
Lead Time

Winter Stonn

24 to 36 hours

12 hours

Tropical Cyclone

36 hours

24 hours

Flood

24 to 36 hours

12 hours or greater

Flash Flood

6 to 12 hours

1 to 6 hours

Tornado

6 hours

15 minutes

If people have an appreciation for the event, know how to respond, and have been
following the situation from the outlook through the warning stage, these lead times should
be satisfactory for most situations.

Rapid On-set Hazards
In some instances, the event occurs so rapidly after the initial cause that the process of
detection and warning, communication, and response is so truncated as to be unworkable.
Hazard and vulnerability analyses should point out these situations. One example is
extremely flash flood-prone sub-basins in hilly or mountainous terrain.
These situations are candidates for automated flash flood alarm systems. This system
consists of a water level sensor connected to an audible or visible alarm device located either
in the affected community or in a community emergency operations center with a 24-hour
operation. Water levels exceeding one or more preset levels can trigger the alarm.
More sophisticated systems exist that consist of automated event reporting river and
precipitation gauges, automated data collection and processing equipment, processing
software, and communications and display software. Some of these systems may also be
implemented that include a simple hydrologic model as well as some fonn of hydrometeorological analysis.
The simple fonn of flash floodalann systems offer the potential to allow persons time
for quick action if a warning is issued. The more complex systems, such as the ALERT
(Automated Local Evaluation in Real Time) system, can be used to forecast crests as well
as enable personnel to conduct flood scenarios by inputing various rainfall amounts into the
hydrologic models.
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A typical flood warning siren in Malaysia. Courtesy of IR. Chong Sun Fatt, Department of
Irrigation and Drainage, Malaysia.
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Amateur radio spotter. Courtesy of Bill Bunting, NOAA/NWS.

-25 Presently, ALERT-type systems have been implemented in many countries, such as the
People's Republic of China, Taiwan, Australia:, Argentina, Mexico, Italy, and the United
States. In the Tuscany region of Italy, the Tuscany Regional Administration in 1990 set up
a new flood forecasting system in cooperation with the National Hydrological Service in Pisa.
The system includes 45 rain gauges and 8 stage gauges connected to a central control system
containing an improved flood model (Mauro 1993).

Severe Weather Spotter Networks
Reliable and timely observations from trained volunteers is of vital importance in the
warning process. Not only do their reports trigger warnings, but they provide the ground
truth necessary for interpreting data available from remote sensing systems, such as
conventional and doppler radars. No matter how sophisticated the new observing systems,
trained spotters will be required to enable forecasters to better interpret the data and to
improve the science.
Spotter networks should be developed for all hazards requiring warnings. They can
provide such information as the occurrence of tornadoes, downbursts, extreme winds, hail
size, rain and snowfall rates, river stages, tide levels, and visibilities in major obscuring
phenomena.
Potential sources for volunteer spotters include amateur and citizen band radio groups;
law enforcement and ftre prevention personnel; highway, railroad, telephone, and power
company maintenance crews; bus drivers and delivery services with two-way radio systems;
and port authorities.
A goal should be to have a spotter network in each community with supplemental
spotters in rural or open country. Control of the spotter groups would depend on the makeup
of the organization. It is impossible to expect the hydrometeorological service agency to
directly support each spotter or group of spotters by telephone.
In most cases, spotters should report directly to a communications center or emergency
operations center in their community with a relay to the appropriate hydrometeorological
service agency. This would enable local communities to sound sirens or other warning
devices while contacting the local weather service office as soon as possible.
An excellent option is to have an amateur radio base station at the local weather service
office operated by a local amateur radio organization. This would allow for relay of
information to the local weather service while ·meteorologists or hydrologists could direct
spotters to the most critical areas.
A key element in developing effective spotter networks is training. The level oftraining
is directly related to the events to be reported. Instruction would be minimal for rainfall,
snow depth, and tide level observations. However, for severe convective storms, knowledge
of thunderstorm types (single cell, multicell, multicellline, and supercell), storm structure,
and tornado look-alikes is necessary if the observations are to be credible.

-26 Training for convective stonns should be done in increments to allow for a base level
of knowledge followed by advanced training. Tools in the training process should include
slide presentations aimed at the participant level as well as materials to take into the field to
assist in spotting efforts.
Meetings should be held with all spotter groups at least yearly to maintain both interest
and proficiency in the program. Newsletters on a quarterly basis also heighten interest and
support an exchange of ideas between spotter groups.

Presentation of Data and Information
Critical infonnation must be presented in a manner that it can be best understood and
used by all segments of the hazard community and the public. It is vital to work with the
various users to detennine their requirements and how best the hydrometeorological agency's
infonnation can be fonnatted.
Content

The content of specific products depends on user requirements tempered by the
capabilities of the science and the resources of the local weather service office. As forecasts
move into extended time frames, including outlook-type products, qualifying tenninology
should be used rather than specific numbers. If actual values are required, some
quantification of the uncertainty or at least an explanation of the uncertainty should be
provided.
Watch products should contain the following infonnation:
Affected area.
Reason watch was issued.
Potential impact of event (snow amounts, expected rainfall, wind speed, and
hail size for severe thunderstonns).
Explanation of a watch and description of the uncertainty involved.
Precautions and preparedness actions to be taken.
Warning products should highlight:
Affected area.
Expected impact.
Timing of the event (beginning, ending, time ofworst conditions, duration).
Reason the warning was issued.

-27 Significant past effects of the event.
DefInition of a warning (particularly if the event has not yet begun).
Safety rules and call to action statements.
The following guidelines should be followed when preparing critical information
products.
All severe weather information should be concise and worded carefully to
avoid misintetpretation.
Locate the storm by some well known reference point or points. The names
of cities, towns, population centers, or well known geographical locations
directly in the path of the storm should be highlighted for greater public
awareness and response.
Reports of damage, specifIc storm parameters (wind gusts to 153 km/h), radar
indications, or spotter observations are vital to assist users and the public in
confIrming the threat.
The wording must assume that the listener has not heard previous statements
or warnings. Therefore, the information must be complete as possible as it
pertains to the latest and forecast conditions.
Call to action statements should be as creative and as specifIc about the
situation as possible. Such a statement in a tornado warning would read, "If
you are in the path of this tornado, go to a basement shelter or a central
interior room on the lowest floor. Abandon vehicles and mobile homes for
a reinforced building."

Quantification of Uncertainty
All forecasts have some error associated with them. If the error in the forecast can be
quantifIed, then the forecast becomes much more useful. Local decision makers would like
as much lead time as possible, especially where evacuations are required. Frequently, they
are willing to sacrifIce some accuracy in order to maximize lead time.
As an example, due to the scientifIc uncertainty involved in hurricane track forecasts,
the National Hurricane Center in Miami, Florida, does not post hurricane watches along a
segment of the coast more than 36 hours before landfall. Hurricane warnings normally have
a lead time of 24 hours or less. This is because the 24-hour average forecast position error
is equivalent to a circle surrounding the forecast position with a radius of 100 nautical miles
(185 km). (On average, the storm will normally be located anywhere within that circle.)
As a result of hurricane evacuation studies using the SLOSH program to defme
vulnerable populations, it has been determined that many areas along the Gulf and Atlantic
coasts of the United States require more than 40 hours to evacuate. The City of New

-28 Orleans, Louisiana, located below sea level, requires up to 72 hours to evacuate for a
category 5 hurricane. In these situations, emergency managers and local government
officials must make preparations and begin evacuations well before a warning or even a
watch is issued. To assist them in this effort, hurricane strike probabilities were developed
for specific points along the United States Gulf and Atlantic coasts to quantify the
uncertainties in the forecast track positions. Hurricane strike probabilities are the probability,
in percent, that the storm center will pass within 50 miles (80 km) to the right or 75 miles
(120 km) to the left of the listed location within the indicated time period when looking at
the coast in the direction of the storm's movement.
Emergency managers and government officials, by using vulnerability analyses derived
from the SLOSH model, the forecast storm track and intensity, the wind fields of the
hurricane, and the hurricane strike probabilities, can assess when evacuation orders must be
given. Technical discussions from the local weather service office and the National
Hurricane Center can assist them in their decision-making process.
The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) has developed two methods to highlight the
uncertainty in their typhoon forecasts. Since April 1, 1992, they have been providing storm
probabilities at 29 points throughout Japan. The storm probabilities quantify the possibility
of a certain point experiencing storm-force conditions during the next 24 hours. Second,
JMA issues forecast packages that contain 12-, 24-, and 48-hour forecast storm positions.
Each forecast position is surrounded by two circles. The innermost circle, or forecast circle,
outlines where the typhoon is expected to lie with a 60 percent probability at the valid
forecast time. The outer circle defmes the area of storm-force winds that correspond with
the forecast position.
These same concepts can be translated to the flood problem. If hydrologic models exist,
they can be run from either observed rainfall or from forecasts of future rainfall. Rainfall
forecasts or quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPF) can be developed in a probabilistic
manner which could yield probabilistic river stage and flood forecasts. These could be used
by local officials to assist their evacuation decisions.

Sharing, Communicating, and Coordinating Critical Information
Communication Within the Hazards Community
All members of the hazards community have information which is valuable in the
warning process. Although the hydrometeorological agencies will have the bulk of the
information, other organizations will have various types of observations, spotter reports, and
potentially data from hydrologic or dispersion models.
The simplest means of communication within the community would be by telephone.
However, this has several drawbacks, including the vulnerability of the system when it is
most needed. This could be the result of the storm or an overloading of the system.
Dedicated lines or hotlines are a good option and provide the opportunity for joint
communication. Two-way or amateur radio communication between agencies is another
possibility for real-time data sharing and coordination of actions.
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Forecast circles and alerted areas of stonn-force winds for Typhoon
"Yancy," September 2, 1993. Courtesy of Toshiyuki ONO, Japan
Meteorological Agency.
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Local official receiving hard copy forecast infonnation from the Canadian Weather
Radio system. COllltesy of Pierre Pelletier, Environment Canada, Atmospheric
Environment Service.

-31 If co-ordination calls are used, one organization should be charged with leading the
coordination effort and for scheduling calls so that all interested parties are involved.

The ability of transmitting hard copy information throughout the hazards community is
extremely beneficial in that it is less likely to be miscommunicated. One method would
involve use of packet radio systems that use personal computers to communicate by amateur
radio. Other systems include electronic bulletin boards also using personal computers and
modems. Electronic bulletin boards cannot be used for disseminating warnings, however,
unless users intend to remain attached to the system throughout the event.
The best means of communicating to emergency managers and government officials
would be links between agency computer systems. Some countries have connected weather
service computer systems to regional or local telecommunications systems. This allows for
a two-way flow of information to all organizations on the network. Many of these networks
are associated with law enforcement agencies. Unfortunately, not all emergency managers
and decision makers will be connected to these systems. In that case, other communications
schemes must be found to reach the remainder of the hazards community.

Communication With the Public
Hydrometeorological agencies must determine if they will be the ones communicating
critical information to the public or if this will be the responsibility for the media and local
government officials. The best situation is if the public is served by multiple sources. This
ensures greater receipt of the message as well as reinforcement of the message.
Ideally, the hydrometeorological agencies should operate some type of communication
system that communicates hard copy messages to the media and emergency management
personnel. A weather telecommunications capability that is able to provide an alarm for the
receipt of critical warning information in real-time would be of extreme value. Such weather
wires could consist of land lines, radio, or better still be satellite based. Agreements would
have to be put in place with the media to ensure that warnings and other critical information
were aired promptly.
Weather service agencies might also explore operating their own radio warning systems.
These could be used for disseminating warnings and forecasts for defmed areas and could
include tone-alert features to alarm user radio systems when a waming was issued. Tonealert systems are also extremely valuable for disseminating warnings at night when persons
are asleep or not monitoring the media. Receivers of relatively modest cost are available that
could be used in critical care facilities, government agencies, media outlets, and the public.
The media should be encouraged to tape and rebroadcast messages over their systems.
Both Canada and the United States operate weather radio systems. The Canadian system
has the capability of delivering all broadcast products in a hard copy format. The United
States system is being reconfigured to allow for warning alarms to be triggered for only the
affected counties rather than the entire listening area.
If a government radio or teletype system is in place to communicate to major media

outlets, it would be desirable to have an emergency broadcast system that would allow
warnings to be rebroadcast simultaneously by all on-air media. This type of system is being
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broadcast system.
In some countries, cable television systems exist that are managed centrally with no local
control. This effectively precludes the broadcast of locally issued warnings over these
systems. Weather radio systems with proper coding in messages could be received by these
cable systems and rebroadcast if a receiver were available at the cable station. This type of
technology is being implemented by private sector partnerships in the United States.
Any dissemination systems that the hydrometeorological agencies set up should also be
used to communicate critical pre- and post-event information from other agencies, such as
health officials, emergency managers, and local officials. Similarly, these systems should
be used for all hazards as they may be the mily systems able to reach the public during
disasters.
The concepts of information sharing and warning coordination are a critical aspect for
hydrometeorological agencies if a viable warning system is to be in place. The concept of
hotlines, radio systems, and two-way communication of critical information should ensure
that all members of the hazards community, including the media, have the same information
to present to the public.
A key responsibility of the warning coordination official is to ensure that all members
of the hazards community understand their roles in the warning process and how all will
work together to support the warning program. In this process, all members of the hazards
community should have access to all of the available information. Withholding some
information, especially from the media, could foster misinterpretations and second guessing
that could become extremely counterproductive. Above all, a consistent message must be
communicated to the public or response actions will be compromised.

User Training
If decision makers are to make the best use of information from the hydrometeorological
agencies, they must be trained. Effective training will minimize the potential for
misinterpretation of information and the communication of misinformation to the public.

All members of the hazards community should be invited to the weather service facility
to familiarize themselves with the operations and constraints of the meteorologists and
hydrologists. Training sessions should be conducted on all the new technologies, especially
if data from these technologies are available to the users.
Discussion products issued by the weather service offices to the hazard community in
real-time can be used to explain what is being displayed by the new technologies as well as
outlining in fairly technical terms the basis for the forecast products.
Seminars should be conducted on particular forecast problems, highlighting what
information is available and how it can be used to aid in critical decision making. When
hurricane strike probabilities were introduced in the USA, representative emergency
managers along the United States Gulf and Atlantic coasts were trained at the National

-33 Hurricane Center to ensure that they understood how the probabilities were derived, how
they related to the forecast track, and how they were to be used in evacuation decision
making.
Seminars and workshops should also be conducted in concert with professional societies
to ensure cross fertilization of ideas and to reach the largest possible audience. Workshops
for local decision makers should be conducted jointly with other organizations in the warning
process so that training costs and personnel resources can be shared. An excellent
partnership would be joint training activities conducted by the hydrometeorological agencies
and those government organizations charged with emergency response actions.

Hazard Awareness
The most important thing that a government can do is to ensure that its citizens
understand:
the hazards that affect them, and
how to respond in a predetermined ot'leamed manner when presented with a
warning or confronted with a hazard.
Additionally, each individual, family, and business should be encouraged to develop a
preparedness plan so that they know what actions to take to prepare and respond to hazards.
Materials

Any materials that are developed to heighten the public's awareness and to encourage
individual preparedness should be of use by all segments of the hazards community.
Accordingly, representatives from the hydrometeorological agency; emergency management;
other government agencies; the media; and organizations, .such as the Red Cross and Red
Crescent, should work toward joint development and distribution strategies.
The suite of materials that are developed should be consistent and supportive of each
other. For example, small fliers intended for wide distribution could be developed for each
hazard that outline safety rules on one side and longer tenn preparedness actions on the other
side. The flier would indicate who to contact for additional infonnation.
For those wanting more infonnation, including media representatives, school teachers,
emergency managers, local officials, and local decision makers, more in-depth brochures
should exist that outline such things as:
What the hazard is, how it develops, and its impact.
What sources of critical infonnation are available about the hazard (warnings,
watches, advisories).
How critical infonnation can be received.

-34 Appropriate safety rules.

Individual and family preparedness activities.
Community preparedness activities.
Posters may also be developed that parallel the flier. These can be hung up in public
locations as well as offering a visual aid for those giving preparedness presentations. If more
resources are available, slide sets, videotapes, and media spot announcements can be
prepared.
Slide sets should be treated as slide libraries with a number of representative slides per
topic. A presenter's guide should accompany the slide set with talking points developed for
each topic and for each slide. Then presenters can create a presentation that parallels their
audience. This is especially important for school teachers who can use the presenter's guide
as an aid to merging the information into the curriculum.
When preparing materials for the public, it must be realized that many people tend to
deny that disastrous events can affect them. Social scientists have learned that too many
damage images tend to reinforce denial. Messages in awareness and preparedness materials
should focus rather on the positive things people can do to protect themselves.

Awareness Campai2llS
Presentations should be made by representatives of the hazard community at schools,
critical care facilities, media outlets, fairs, m~kets, and locations where large amounts of
people can be reached. The presentations should be enhanced with the use of visual aids.
Following the presentations, attendees should be provided with the fliers that could be hung
up in their homes. If more information were requested, especially by teachers and media
personnel, the in-depth brochure could be provided.
Schools are an excellent method of reaching people as presentations can be made to the
children who can take materials home and thereby bring the message to the entire family.
It is even better to have awareness and preparedness merged into the school curriculum.
This can be accomplished by seeking out teachers willing to volunteer their time as resource
agents to work with the local weather service office to develop instruction plans for schools.
The most effective outreach effort is for hydrometeorological agencies to work with
government officials and the media to designate awareness weeks before the start of the
various severe weather or flood seasons. During such weeks, messages developed by
weather service personnel and emergency managers could be broadcast over the air while
preparedness presentations were held in schools, critical care facilities, and businesses.
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Example of Philippine awareness materials for children. Courtesy of Lolita C.
Garcia, Philippine Atmospheric Geophysical and Astronomical Services
Administration (PAGASA).
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The cost of brochure development and distribution can be very high. Partnerships
should be formed with other agencies, the media, and businesses to develop, print, (lnd
distribute awareness materials. Multiple logos on a publication indicates that each
organization supports and agrees with the message. This tends to heighten credibility of
information with the public. It is extremely beneficial to include a respected nongovernmental organization, such as the Red Cross or Red Crescent. These organizations
understand how to communicate positive safety messages to the public while their support
enhances public acceptance.
Multiagency development of materials also leverages scarce resources. In this way, each
agency or organization develops those brochures or portions of brochures for which they are
the authority. Once the materials are completed, each organization should be provided with
a sufficient amount for their purposes. This partnership also ensures that all materials
communicated to the public contain a consistent message.
Many businesses are extremely weather sensitive. As weather services assist them in
their preparedness efforts, they may be inclined to support the printing of materials for their
employees and the community in which they reside. All awareness materials should contain
white space on the front or back of the publication where business logos can be affixed.

Hazard Awareness Drills
Preparedness is not complete until the hazards community demonstrates that it can
function as a unit during a crisis situation. Periodic drills should be conducted to assess
readiness and to point out areas of improvement. Some of these drills should afford
opportunities for the public to also become involved.
The best way to assess the readiness of the hazards community is to schedule drills
during awareness weeks. If the awareness weeks are organized properly, then all members
of the hazards community, including governmental officials, should be involved.
At one point during the awareness week, the weather service should issue a test watch
and a test warning product. Ideally, these products should be distributed throughout the
hazards community and broadcast to the public. This would afford schools, hospitals,
emergency operations centers, businesses, and the media an opportunity to test their response
plans. Follow-up reviews should be conducted to assess weaknesses and areas for
improvement.
Similarly, exercises can be conducted with emergency managers, government officials,
local decision makers, and the media for special hazards. These exercises could last up to
a week for tropical cyclone situations where information on a model storm is delivered by
the weather service to the hazards community. Each organization would function as if there
were a real event to see if they knew how to use the information to make timely decisions.
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Chapter 4
Actions During the Event
Aside from the information contained ill the suite of available products, active
coordination must exist within the hazards community to support decision making, ensure a
consistent flow of information to the public, encourage timely response actions, and suppress
rumors.

Co-ordination with Emergency Management
For slow on-set hazards, coordination and technical assistance should be directed around
explaining the uncertainties involved in the forecasts. This is especially critical for
evacuation planning where actions must be taken during time frames that may exceed the
skill levels in the forecast. Here, conference calls, including several officials at once, are
preferred so that all agencies are part of the process and a consistent message can be
formulated.
Consideration should be given toward having a location at the weather service office for
local emergency management officials to send representatives. Similarly, during certain
extremely critical situations, the weather service should consider sending an individual to
work in the community's Emergency Operations Center to assist in interpreting warning and
forecast products.
During flooding situations, weather service personnel should be prepared to offer
scenario-based briefmgs, highlighting what could be expected given various rainfall amounts.
This could be funneled into flood tables of hydrologic models to suggest the impacts of
various rainfall amounts.
For rapid on-set events, coordination should include what the outlook is for severe
convective weather or flash floods so that emergency managers can schedule more personnel
and move to a higher level of readiness.

Spotter Co-ordination
Before significant events unfold, coordination should occur with the weather service
office spotter networks to ensure that they can be activated if needed.
During rapid on-set hazards, routine coordination should occur to ensure that spotters
are positioned properly to provide the best intelligence as well as to ensure their safety. This
makes it extremely valuable to have a cadre of trained amateur radio spotters managed from
a base station at the local weather service office.
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Media Co-ordination
Routine co-ordination should occur with the media to ensure a consistent flow of
information to the public. This is especially critical in situations where the media is in
competition with one another;
In order to ease competition and to promote a consistent message, conference calls or
hotlines, involving the major outlets, is of prime importance. Also, a location can be set up
in the weather service facility to support live media presentations. A media pool
arrangement should then be set up where one camera or microphone can be shared by all
stations. At national hydrometeorological centers, a pool should be developed between
national, regional and local media. Furthermore, times should be scheduled for national,
regional and local media to ensure that media outlets in the affected areas are given priority.

An excelent example of overall co-ordination was before Hurricane Hugo struck Puerto
Rico. As a result of discussions between emergency management, the media and elected
officials, the Governor of Puerto Rico cam on the radio announcing the threat of the
hurricane. He then introduced the meteorologist in charge of the Weather Service Office to
present the forecast track and intensity of the storm. Finally, the Governor introduced the
emergency management director who outlined how and when evacuations would be
conducted.
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Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Emergency Operations Center
during Hurricane Hugo. Courtesy of Don Wernly, NOAA/
NWS.
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Costa Rica Earthquake, April 1991. Courtesy of Jeanette Ortiz Osorio, American Red
Cross.
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Chapter 5
Post Disaster Activities
Following a natural disaster, hydrometeorological agencies have two major
responsibilities: (1) providing guidance and support to the public and emergency managers
on events that could hamper recovery efforts, and (2) conducting post disaster assessments
of the storm and the warning system to assist in future preparedness and mitigation efforts.

Support During Early Recovery
The days immediately following a disaster can be almost as dangerous as the event itself.
Downed power lines, fragile structures, swollen watercourses, and the threats of disease all
combine to produce a highly dangerous environment. Similarly, inclement weather can
frustrate recovery efforts while further severe weather can pose a serious threat where
adequate shelter and communications are lacking. Meteorologists and hydrologists must maintain vigilance during this period and be
sensitive to the needs of recovery officials. If weather services are operating public
communications systems, such as weather radios or amateur radios, they must be prepared
to assist recovery officials in communicating emergency messages to the public about
assistance. Some of the information that should be broadcast includes:
Location of available shelters and assistance.
Availability of water, food, and medical supplies.
Status of transportation, power, and communications infrastructure.
Safety rules concerning post disaster threats, such as downed power lines,
polluted water courses, swollen drainage areas, and damaged structures.
In order to ensure that the local weather office can properly support emergency
management communications requirements, draft emergency messages should be prepared
and coordinated with the affected agencies. If requested, weather service agencies can begin
broadcasting information as soon as possible after the event. Furthermore, communications
between the emergency managers and the weather service should be restored as soon as
possible. Use of volunteer amateur radio networks, including those used as spotter systems,
should be employed as required.
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Post Disaster Damage Assessments
Post disaster damage assessments are of considerable value for:
DefIning the strength and intensity of the storm.
Providing a better understanding of storm morphology (damage assessments
assisted in the conceptual models of downbursts, multiple vortex tornadoes,
and suction vortices).
Advancing the science through support to case studies.
Modifying algorithms in observing technologies.
Providing input for emergency management hazard and vulnerability analyses.
DefIning requirements in building codes, setbacks, land use planning, control
measures, and other mitigation efforts.

Wind Damage Surveys
The ideal method of determining post event wind fIelds would be the use of wind
observations both from offIcial and unoffIcial observation sites and correcting all readings
to a standard height and wind sampling strategy. Lack of dense offIcial observation networks
makes this difficult if not impossible in many areas.
Where this is possible, corrections should be made to observations to ensure that they
conform to the WMO standards of a lO-minute wind speed at an elevation of 10 meters.
Peak wind gusts should also be included as they have a profound bearing on how structures
perform.
More realistically, wind speeds will have to be determined from damage patterns of
structures or crops. One suggestion would be to use the Fujita tornado scale for estimating
the intensity of winds. This has been done in the United States by Dr. T. Theodore Fujita
of the University of Chicago for both convective storms as well as tropical cyclones.
As outlined by Fujita 1992, f-scale damage is assessed first as a value from fO to f6
representative of damage for a particular structure. This is then corrected to an F-scale from
FO to F6 for wind speeds as determined by the kind of structure that has been damaged.
Obviously, weak frame structures will respond .differently than brick or concrete buildings.
Crops that are useful in determining wind direction as well as wind speeds include corn,
grain, sorghum, and alfalfa. The delicate stalks of wheat make it nearly impossible to use
except where it is damaged by extremely strong winds that cause the wheat to die and
discolor (Bunting and Smith 1993). See appendix B for an example of the Fujita tornado
scale for both structures and crops.
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on the conduct of wind damage surveys.
A wind damage survey should include the following goals.
A detailed sketch of the damage areas.
For tornadoes and convective storms, path length, width, wind
direction vectors, approximate. times, and F-scale ratings should be
included.
For tropical cyclones, wind vectors of the fIrst and second wind
(direction before and after eyewall passage) should be plotted as well
as F-scale and shadings for peak gusts.
Photographic documentation of the damaged area.
Attempts to locate photographs of the actual phenomena.
Discussions with eyewitnesses, including storm spotters.
Documentation of unusual occurrences.
The scope of the event will determine the size of map to use. A 1:72,500 map should
be used for localized wind damage. For larger events, a 1:250,000 is more appropriate.
Maps should include topographic features, geopolitical boundaries, as well as roads and other
transportation lines.
Direction of wind damage (vectors) should be plotted with colored pencils.
Photographing the damage is critical toward confmning the original vector plotting as well
as evaluating wind strength. Aerial surveys are especially valuable for deftning overall
damage features and for covering large areas.

Inundation Surveys
Following floods, flash floods, and storm surges from tropical cyclones, it is necessary
to assess the height and extent of the inundation. The best place to assess water levels is in
the interior of structures where a true still water level may be measured with great accuracy.
If this is not possible, debris may be used to assess water level heights. These water level
measurements must then be referenced to benchmarks or topographic maps to assess the
actual height and extent of the flooding.

If benchmarks and topographic maps are not available, relatively inexpensive equipment
is available that can use the Global Positioning System (GPS) to obtain accuracies within 1
meter. Once water levels are conftrmed, they can be plotted on topographic or flood plain
maps.

Surveys of damage and inundation should be accomplished as soon after the event as
possible and before wholesale cleanup operations get underway. Accordingly, it is vital to
have a contingency plan in place to field damage surveys as soon as possible following the
event.

Post Event Natural Disaster Surveys
The intent of a post event natural disaster survey is to fmd out how the warning system
functioned and to look for areas· of possible improvement. It will assess not only the
operations of the local weather office and the hydrometeorological agency but how all
members of the hazards community performed.
The survey should involve interviews with the affected weather service offices, other
governmental agencies, emergency managers, governmental officials, the media, and local
decision makers.
The team that conducts the interviews should include: appropriate program leaders from
the weather service agency, subject matter specialists known for their expertise on such
events, social scientists to assess the response by the public and local officials, and someone
adept at dealing with the media. It is advisable to have membership from outside of the
agency to ensure an unbiased report. Subject matter specialists should be drawn not only
- from the agency but also from other agencies and leading academic institutions.
The team should be dispatched once the immediate post recovery is over. This is to
ensure that those interviewed will be able to have sufftcient time to devote to the effort. In
preparation for the team's arrival, the local weather service office should make copies of
appropriate forecasts, data, and records for the team's use. The local office should also
work to schedule interviews with emergency managers, other agencies, and local media
outlets.
So that the survey can be of use in improving the warning system as well as supporting
constructive changes to preparedness planning efforts, it should be completed as soon as
possible after the event. A goal should be to have the survey document ready for publication
or distribution within 90 days. The resulting document should receive wide distribution with
the government, the hazards community, and be available if requested from the public.
The document should include specific fmdings concerning all aspects of the warning
system as well as recommendations for improvement. A suggested outline is included below.
Executive Summary: A brief narrative summarizing highlights of the entire
report.
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Landslip during torrential downpour in Hong Kong, May 8, 1992. Courtesy ofMing Pao,
Daily News, Hong Kong.
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Bangladesh cyclone refugees. Courtesy of International Federation of Red Cross/Red
Crescent Societies.
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Findings and Recommendations: A list of all rmdings and recommendations
from each chapter.
Chapter 1:

Description of the event and its impact including:
Type and magnitude of event.
Fatalities.
Injuries.
Damage estimates.
Economic impact.
Disruption of services.

Chapter 2:

Hydrometeorological analysis of event.

Chapter 3:

Warning services:
Assessment of weather service warnings and forecasts.
Assessment of numerical and subjective guidance.

Chapter 4:

Data acquisition, communications, facilities:
Types of systems.
Performance of systems.
Performance of weather service facilities.

Chapter 5:

Coordination and dissemination:
Assessment of internal and external coordination during the
event.

Chapter 6:

Preparedness:
Internal actions within weather service.
External efforts with hazards community.

Chapter 7:

User response:
Emergency management response.
Media response.
Public response.

Conclusion: Brief recap of significant themes.

Information for the survey should come not only from the interviews and offices visited
but also from requests for data and information from health officials, other government
agencies, and the media. Much of the information concerning the magnitude of the event
should be drawn from results of the damage survey.
It should also be remembered that other organizations might also be fielding teams to
assess various aspects of the situation as well as academic institutions. An attempt should

be made to coordinate with these other organizations to avoid duplication of effort. Finally,
it should be remembered that the victims of the disaster must not become victims of repeated
interviews by a barrage of investigators.

-48 Lessons learned from the damage surveys and disaster surveys should be folded into the
warning systems and preparedness plans to ensure continued improvement. They should also
point governments in directions to support future mitigation efforts as well as public
awareness and education activities.

Opportunities
Following a disaster, there is intense pressure to seek solutions to ensure that events of
that magnitude cannot happen again. During these times, hydrometeorological agencies have
the opportunity to brief government officials on what initiatives should be implemented to
support mitigation efforts.
If preparedness planning has been done properly, potential solutions should already have
been identified and program development plans and implementation strategies developed.
Following a disaster, these should be brought to the attention of appropriate government
officials where hopefully they can be validated and implemented.
These plans should focus on the major deficiencies that impede progress such as:
Lack of data to support warning and forecast services.
Insufficient computer capabilities to implement more refmed numerical
models.
Lack of communications capabilities within the hazards community and to the
public.
Insufficient resources for warning coordination and public education.
Insufficient resources for advanced hydrometeorological training.
Insufficient resources to support multiagency preparedness planning efforts.
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Conclusion
The IDNDR was conceived by the notion that we can take positive steps now to reduce
the suffering and devastation wrought by nature. The WMO has assumed the responsibility
to make every effort to assist countries in preparing for and responding to severe storms and
floods.
Meteorologists and hydrologists have a crucial role to play in the entire process of
dealing with natural disasters. Scientific knowledge alone, however, will not solve the
problem. The world's hydrometeorological agencies must become involved with other
governmental organizations, local and national officials, emergency managers, local decision
makers, the media, voluntary organizations, and weather sensitive businesses to create
effective preparedness plans, warning systems, mitigation strategies, and public education
programs.
As the nations begin to grapple with the issues surrounding disaster preparedness and
public response, meteorologists and hydrologists must work to develop systems and strategies
that can be used for all natural and technological hazards. In this Decade for Natural
Disaster Reduction, the world's hydrometeorological- agencies must take the lead in de:fming
the problems and seeking the solutions for a better and safer tomorrow. Our lives and our
future depend on nothing less.

Appendix A
Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale
Category Definition-Effects
ONE

Winds 74-95 mph <119-153 kmlh): No real damage to building
structures.
Damage primarily to unanchored mobile homes,
shrubbery, and trees. Also, some coastal road flooding and minor
pier damage.

TWO

Winds 96-110 mph <154-177 kmlh): Some roofmg material, door,
and window damage to buildings.
Considerable damage to
vegetation, mobile homes, and piers. Coastal and low-lying escape
routes flood 2-4 hours before arrival of center. Small craft in
unprotected anchorages break moorings.

THREE

Winds 111-130 mph (178-209 kmlh): Some structural damage to
small residences and utility buildings with a minor amount of
curtainwall failures. Mobile homes are destroyed. Flooding near the
coast destroys smaller structures with larger structures damaged by
floating debris. Terrain continuously lower than 5 feet (l.5m) ASL
may be flooded inland 8 miles (13 km) or more.

FOUR

Winds 131-155 mph (210-249 kmlh: More extensive curtainwall
failures with some complete roof structure failure on small
residences. Major erosion of beach areas. Major damage to lower
floors of structures near the shore. Terrain continuously lower than
10 feet (3 m) ASL may be flooded requiring massive evacuation of
residential areas inland as far as 6 miles (9 km).

FIVE

Winds 2reater than 155 mph (249 km/h): Complete roof failure on
many residences and industrial buildings. Some complete building
failures with small utility buildings blown over or away. Major
damage to lower floors of all structures located less than 15 feet
(4.6 m) ASL and within 500 yards (460 m) of the shoreline. Massive
evacuation of residential areas on low ground within 5 to 10 miles (8
to 16 km) of the shoreline may be required.
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Appendix B
The Fujita Tornado Scale .
From Fujita 1992

The following four pages are taken directly from Dr. T. Theodore Fujita's book, The
Mystery of Severe Storms, which was published by the Wind Research Laboratory of
the Department of Geophysical Sciences, the University of Chicago, 1992. By including
these four pages in their entirety, the reader has available a succinct and defInitive
account of the Fujita Tornado Scale and its uses. Special thanks to Dr. Fujita for his
gracious permission to incorporate his work in this publication.
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The Fujita Tornado Scale

In scaling the intensity of tornadoes,
I connected the upper end of Beaufort
Scale (B12) or 73 mph with the lower end
of Mach Number (M1) or 738 mph into
12 non-linear steps. Taking into consideration the recorded peak winds and
corresponding damage,
assumed that
tornado windspeeds can be expressed by
the 6-point scale, FO to F5. The Fujita
Tornado Scale was thus devised. Fujita
(1971b).

structure with a damage. Then we select
the F scale as a combination of f scales
and structure types (Fig. 2.4-1).
Along with the definition of the F-scale
windspeeds, corresponding damages were
photographed and compiled into an F-scale
damage chart of strong framehouse for
which the damage scale and the windspeed
scale are identical (Fig. 2.4-2). Produced
also is an F-scale damage of cornfields
which cover large areas in the Midwest
(Fig. 2.4-3).

For determining the F scale, we have
to estimate the f-scale damage of any

THE FU JIT A TORN ADO SCALE

Damage f scale

Little
Damage

Minor
Damage

Walls
Collapse

Blown
Down

fO

f1

f3

f4

17m/s

I

Wind speed F scale

FO

40m h

32

I

50
F1

73

I

70
F2

113

I
158

92
F3

I

207

116
F4

I

142
F5

To convert f scale into F scale, add the appropriate number
Weak Outbuilding
Strong Outbuilding
Weak Framehouse
Strong Framehouse

o

Brick Structure

+1

Concrete Building

+2

FO

F1
fO
fO

Fig. 2.4-1 The Fujita tornado scale (F scale) pegged to damage-causing windspeeds.
The extent of damage expressed by the damage scale (f scale) varies with both windspeed
and the strength of structures.
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I

319

261

13

FO

F3

F1

F4

F5

Fig. 2.11-2 A collection of F-scale damage pictures applicable to strong framehouses.
Weak houses and outbuildings will receive f-scale damage larger than the F-scale pegged
to the windspeed.
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FO

F3

F1

F4

F2

F5

Fig. 2.4-3 Estimated F-scale winds corresponding to the cornfield damage caused
by the Plainfield, Illinois tornado of 28 August 1990. Most corn crops return to normal
after FO or F 1 wind. The F5 wind will wipe out the crops extending above the ground.
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Fig. 2.4-4 Distribution of structures in Allendale, Illinois before the 7 January 1989
tornado. Pre-tornado structure types were determined with the help of local residents
who could recall the types of original structures.
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Fig. 2.4-5 F-scale, not f-scale, contour lines obtained by assessing the F scale of each
structure in town by combining the structure type with the f-scale damage received.

Test estimates of F scale were made
after the Allendale, lllinois tornado of
7 January 1989. First, the structure types
before the tornado were determined (Fig.
2.4-4). Then the proper F scale of each
structure was obtained by correcting the
effects of structure types (Fig. 2.4-5).
Of

interest

are

two

suction

vortices,
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A and B, which lifted two houses into two
different directions, the one toward the
west and the other, toward the east. These
examples show that tornado winds are
highly variable within a short distance
both
in
wind
direction
and
speed,
necessi ta ting the use of all types of
structures in mapping the F-scale wind
pattern.
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